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To Lydia Adrian in Year 9 who
passed her Grade 5 piano exam
during the summer holidays .
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Very well done Lydia!
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Introducing our 5 New Houses
Mr Trevaskiss, Director of Studies
- Holistic Education writes:

the potential for celebrating success
and promoting all that is positive
about Woldgate School.

e have a week of assemblies
coming up where we will be
introducing our new House
system to the pupils. We’re all very
excited about this new venture as
we embark on the next stage of
our school’s development. A House
system has many benefits including developing a greater sense of
community and belonging as well as

We will be having a house assembly
each half term led by our new House
Captains who introduce themselves
later in this newsletter. Each House
will be made up of a mixture of
pupils from all years of the school
and points will be awarded both
inside and outside of lessons and
may also include achievements and
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recognise involvement in the wider
community. The House system will
enhance our new rewards system,
motivating and inspiring pupils to
participate, achieve and share their
talents for the good of themselves
and their House. Merits will count
towards House scores with behaviour codes counting against. We will
be organising ‘House Days’ featuring
enrichment activities with
competitions between
Continued on page 4...
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Headteacher’s Welcome

ast week we launched our new whole school rewards system, implemented to celebrate acts of
great merit, character and value, promote the development of ‘Skills for Life’ and award House
Points. Our new rewards system is linked to our school motto and mission statement, ensuring
our pupils individual accomplishments and successes are recognised and celebrated.

Pupils will, therefore, already be receiving rewards in three, and eventually twelve, different categories. Our original motto from 1958 forms the basis of the each category and reflects the school’s origH
inal mission to establish academic excellence, but also to create an ethos where every young person
has the opportunity to thrive as they develop in personality, character and intellect and become
highly successful learners and individuals.
M r J B ritton
eadteacher

Each of these categories is explained in detail in our newsletter this week, but broadly we are recognising traditional
academic achievement, the combination of principles, mental characteristics and behaviour that distinguishes an
individual’s character and, finally, those skills and attributes that are valued by our wider society. We are, therefore,
in our community aiming to recognise and celebrate not only the academic, but recognise politeness, manners,
kindness and many other qualities that we believe are important and of great value.
To help facilitate the recording of these individual successes, we will continue to use the pupil planner, but we are
also recording each award electronically. It has, therefore, been an absolute pleasure to see the stream of rewards
flooding in from across the school. Over one and a half thousand rewards for acts of great merit, character and
value were given in less than three school days last week.
			

Of great merit. 		

Of great character. 		

Of great value.

			996 			292 				223
Our pupils are responding to the praise and we are celebrating the academic achievement, principles, attributes
and skills that we believe, as a community, are important. In addition, we will also be launching, as part of our
Citizenship Programme, awards linked to ‘soft skills’. This will include, for Year 7, recognition of the development of
key skills in creativity, teamwork, communication, resilience, problem solving, time management and organisation.
Following years of commentary from universities and employers about the need for education to equip young
people for the world of work, we will be drawing on the content of our ‘Gold Standard Award’ programme and
ensuring pupils develop a portfolio of skills, whilst also receiving recognition for their implementation, across the curriculum.

Social Media

Do have a good weekend.
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‘Everything you do should be worthy,
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Rewards
Last week we launched our new whole school rewards system to recognise acts of great merit, character and value.
Pupils will, therefore, already be receiving rewards in three and eventually twelve different categories.
Our original motto from 1958 forms the basis of the each category and reflects the schools original mission to
establish academic excellence, but also to create an ethos where every young person has the opportunity to thrive
as they develop in personality, character and intellect and become highly successful learners and individuals.
We therefore wish to celebrate the achievements of our children and ensure that in everything they do, we aim to
reward and acknowledge their many accomplishments. By caring for, guiding and rewarding our children, we are
also nurturing in them the qualities which will enable them to make a positive contribution to our wider society and
their chosen profession.
The first three categories reflect our school motto statement:

Acts of great merit
The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production
of an outstanding piece of classwork, homework or an outstanding assessment outcome.

Acts of great character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example, demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively
engaging with the wider community.

Acts of great value
The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For
instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence or to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.
To help facilitate the recording of these individual successes, we will continue to use the pupil planner, but we are
also recording each award electronically. Our intension is that pupils will initially access the rewards in form, with
their tutor keeping them informed of the current tally. Later in the academic year though we are intending to launch
an app for your phone or tablet that will allow pupils and parents to see rewards data and ultimately all key data,
every day.
We are also launching as part of our Citizenship Programme, awards linked to ‘soft skills’. This will include, for Year
7, recognition of the development of key skills in creativity, teamwork, communication, resilience, problem solving,
time management and organisation.
Pupils will also receive House Points, but more next week and points for their ‘Attitude to Learning’, but again, this
will be introduced later in the academic year.

Attitude to Learning
To recognise and celebrate the contribution of a child every lesson. We are very
excited about celebrating the many accomplishments of our young people, whilst
also recognising those skills that are essential to life.
Our pupils are responding to the praise and we are celebrating the academic
achievement, principles, attributes and skills that we believe, as a community,
are important.
If you do have any questions about our new Rewards system, then please do
contact your Attendance, Care and Achievement Co-ordinator directly.

House
Points
To promote collaboration
between year groups
and to bring our wider
community together.

Skills for Life
To recognise and promote ‘soft skills’ that are highly valued by employers and universities such as: creativity, teamwork, communication, resilience, problem solving,time management and organisation.

of great merit, character and value.’
Friday 16th September 2016
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...from front page. houses. Subject
areas may also be organising their
own activities in order to engage
with the new system.
We aim to create a real sense of
community within a house. There
is great benefit in pupils from
across different year groups working together. We aim to provide

leadership opportunities through
having our Sixth Form pupils as
House leaders as well as scope for
more pupil mentoring lower down
the school and House Ambassadors
for areas such as Sport and artistic
activities.

celebration event where of course
there will be a House Cup! Look out
for the weekly updates of House
positions that will appear in the
newsletter.
Mr Trevaskiss
Director of Studies - Holistic Education

We will be rolling out our programme
across the year culminating in a

Hello my fellow Kirby Underdalers!
When I first found out we were getting a House System, I can’t tell you how excited I was. Having
led a successful House at my previous school, I know first-hand the positivity it will bring. So
when I was asked to lead an amazing group of pupils, staff and their families, of course I said
yes!
Being a PE teacher I love competition and I cannot wait to get involved in the House events
ahead. With the talent in our House I know our fellow competitor’s will fear us!
Remember individuals do not win trophies, teams win trophies and Kirby Underdale are a team.
A team in which everyone should work hard and be kind. A House in which everyone’s efforts
is added to that of another and together see the whole House succeed. I already love our House and everybody in
it brings something unique.
I am proud to lead Kirby Underdale and I hope you are proud to be part of a journey into making something special,
so welcome to my House family. Some Houses want to win, Kirby Underdale make it happen!
Mrs Fox Nicholls
Kirby Underdale
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I was really excited to hear that Woldgate would be bringing back a House System as part of
the extension of holistic education. Looking back to my own school days, I felt this would add
a sense of community across the year groups and really help reinforce the idea that all pupils
have something to contribute to our school.
I look forward to working with all the members of Warrendale House, both pupils and staff,
to make Warrendale the best that it can be. As the old advert said ‘The future’s bright. The
future’s orange...’.
Mrs Amin
Warrendale
Congratulations, you are in Millington Dale House!
Captaining a team of 15 on a Saturday afternoon will certainly be a different task to captaining 216 pupils through the school week, but what an honour. Coming from a sporting background I am a firm believer in the positive attributes being part of a team can bring.
We in Milington Dale will be a team. Not because we have been randomly grouped but
because we will come together with a collective pride, work ethic, character and temerity to
achieve and succeed academically and socially.
To save a job I’ve already dropped the House Cup off at the engravers…Millington Dale
House Champions 2016-17!
Captain Rees
Millington Dale
As a new member of staff, I have met many friendly and helpful people in the past couple of
weeks and am delighted that so many of them seem to be members of Great Givendale - the
house ties are a massive help with working out house loyalties when you don’t know anyone!
I look forward to getting to know all the members of my house, plus the fun and challenges
that lie ahead as we prove to the others just how talented our pupils are, and what a great
(excuse the pun!) team we make.
Over the next ten months we’ll see lots of successes, lots of laughs and lots of competitive
spirit, and hopefully a fabulous time for all involved. All that remains for me to say is may
the best house win - which would be Great Givendale, obviously - only one house has a name
already saying how amazing they are!
Miss Rowland
Great Givendale
I am excited to be part of giving pupils the opportunity to create something new at Woldgate. Something that has never been achieved before, a new way of working, but in keeping
with school traditions. Thixendale will be a chance to bring fire into pupil’s life, to inspire in
every way and to grasp every opportunity available. We will be solely focused on the positive,
creating an atmosphere for success, a feel good factor bought into by every member, events
that the pupils look forward to and take pride in. It is of the upmost importance that every
member of a House Thixendale feels they belong, that they are important and appreciated.
Mr Longfellow
Thixendale
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Skills for Life
“British school leavers lack basic skills for
work say bosses.”
“School leavers ‘lacking basic skills’, say
business leaders.”

T

hese sorts of comments and headlines appear
regularly in the news. The common message is that
young people lack the skills or the awareness of the
skills which would help them be successful in the world
of work.
We have launched phase one of our Skills
Programme. After extensive research, we have
identified the following six key skills (sometimes called ‘soft skills’ or ‘employability skills’):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication and interpersonal skills
Team work
Creativity
Resilience
Problem solving
Time management and Organisation

In phase 1, Year 7 pupils are going to focus on one of
these skills each half term. They are going to be given
opportunities to put the skill into practise, reflect on
it, and then think about how they could improve their
competency in that skill.
Pupils will be encouraged to reflect on these skills in their
curriculum subjects, assemblies, form time and in their
Citizenship lessons. It is hoped that, in phase 1, pupils
will become more aware of the skills and begin to think
about how they could transfer to wider life and possibly
employment. The skills programme is linked closely to
the new rewards system that the school is using.

Year 11 Careers fair

Open Evening
Thursday 6th October 2016
7pm - 9pm

74%

50%

Achieved 5 GCSE A*-C
grades including
English and Maths.

Achieved an A* or A
GCSE grade.

As part of the Careers programme, Woldgate will be hosting a careers fair for Year 11 pupils and parents/carers on
Thursday 13th October 16:30-19:00. Your child will be receiving a letter shortly outlining which organisations have
been invited.
One organisation that will be at the careers fair is the Tigers Trust. They are a local provider of the National Citizen
Service (NCS). NCS is a three week summer activity. In the first week the pupils go to the Lake District and participate in activities such as rock climbing, abseiling and the like, with food and accommodation included. The second
week sees the pupils based at The Lawns in Cottingham (part of Hull University) and they are tasked with planning
a charity project, which they carry out in week three.
Representatives from Tigers Trust have already been in to speak to our pupils. Application packs will be available
shortly, which can either be posted back or handed to the Tigers Trust representatives at the careers fair. They will
be on hand to answer any questions you may have. 49 pupils from Woldgate took part this summer (the largest
number from any single school in Hull and the East Riding).
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Key Dates
2016 - 2017

Autumn Term
7th September - 21st October
31st October - 16th December

Spring Term
3th January - 16th February
27th February - 7th April

Late buses

W

e would like to apologise for the statement about the East Riding
late bus service last week, as it was not entirely correct. We do
intend to maintain a late bus service for key school events, including the full cast rehearsals for our whole school production and colleagues
can request a late bus service if needed. Unfortunately East Riding cannot
continue to run three late buses (at 5:30pm) every day. We are currently
though, looking at school based alternatives and hope to be able to update
parents shortly.

New Governors

Summer Term

We are always seeking to involve our Parents and our wider Community in
the good governance of Woldgate.

24th April - 26th May
5th June - 21st July

As a part of this process we would be very happy to hear from anyone who
feels that they can contribute to the wide and varied tasks that we undertake in governing at Woldgate.

Parents’ Evenings
Year 13
17th October 2016

Governing today involves many skills that you will use in your daily life from
caring to cash flows. Please don't be put off coming forward because you
don't think you are qualified or experienced enough, some our best Governors start as simply interested parties!

Year 12
8th December 2016

So if you (or someone you know of) want to come and contribute to our super
School and to its wellbeing and good running, please contact the school.

Year 11
7th February 2017

If you can email an expression of interest with your contact details to
hwalker@woldgate.net in the first instance, then we can contact you for a
chat over a coffee.

Year 10
25th May 2017

John Sinclair
Chair of Governors

Year 9
13th February 2017
Year 8
5th July 2017
Year 7
11th July 2017

Care & Achievement
Co-Ordinators

Staff
Training Days
17th February 2017
24th July 2017
25th July 2017
Mr S Butcher
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Mrs C Wright

Mrs R Bourne

C are & Achievement
Co -Ordinator
Lower School

C are & Achievement
Co -Ordinator
Upper School

C are & Achievement
Co -Ordinator
S ixth Form

07790 351283

07790 351281

07790 351276
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New GCSE Specification Update

Y

ear 10SGY have started working on the ‘new’ GCSE specifications in all their subjects (other than Media and
Product Design which will work on the ‘legacy’ GCSE for another exam cycle). One key difference between
the ‘old’ & ‘new’ GCSEs is the lack of controlled conditions coursework in most subjects. That work, along
the practical work in the Technologies, Drama, PE, Art & Music, is all marked and standardised by teachers here at
Woldgate. Samples are then sent to the Examination Boards’ Moderators to ensure Woldgate marking is in keeping
with the standards of the national cohort. Each subject then gets a Moderator’s Report, giving staff feedback on
the strengths and weaknesses of both the samples work and the marking. This year’s reports were all really positive.
Here are a sample of those comments:
History: ‘The centre should be congratulated on its efficient & careful marking process’.
PE: ‘An exceptional day. All of the activities ran smoothly due to a combination of well-planned activities & highly
motivated staff & candidates.’
Food: ‘Candidates’ work was professionally presented & it was evident candidates had worked with enthusiasm…’
Art & Design: ‘The school offers an exciting course where pupils can experiment with different media in combination
with more traditional processes.’
Science: ‘Your marking was within tolerance & you clearly have a good grasp of how to apply the mark guidance.’
Product Design: ‘Overall well-presented work which has been a pleasure to moderate.’
Textiles: ‘Pupils should be proud of their unique and well-made products.’
Media: ‘In summary, it was a pleasure & a privilege to moderate work from this centre. Thank you!’
Geography: ‘The candidates had been well briefed for their work on the Holderness coast & many used the photo of the
collapsing road as a frontispiece which obviously set the tone of the study!’
Many congratulations to all the pupils who completed such a fantastic range of coursework over the 2 years of their studies. Thank you to the teachers who supported
them and then marked their work so accurately. Well done everyone!
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